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Hi everyone welcome to another cracking issue ofWACCl. First ofall this issue is very special for me. We
nearly completed my lirsi year editing your magazine. This issue is for July and August and WACClwill be
back in September. Why the break?1 You may ask, well its simple.l I don ’t have enough articles at band to
complete another issue so unless l received some soon WACCI will have to be late yel again,

Don'i Panic
I don’t want to cause a panic with what
I said in my intro. but I do need more
articles lots more. since without any
articles there cannot not be a magazine.
So come along everyone and please

put pen to paper and write something.

Ii-Menilily
Although we have no plans at present
to go Iii-monthly this will now have to
be considered or we could even reduce
the page count due to lack ol‘ articles.

I don‘t wattt to do either of these
things but what choice do I have?
Well what do yott think.> After all its

your magazine we‘re talking about.

Regular Aalllers
I would like to thank the following
friends without their contributions and
support I would be up a gum tree!
Matthew I’hilips, Ionty Jones, Angela

(‘ook‘ I'aul liairman. James IIoskissmL
I’ct'cr Rogerson. lohn Ilttdsom Richard
Iturhurst. Simon Matthews and Angie
IIJI'LIWle all these people are still
willing, to write articles for us all to
enjoy. Il‘any of you Guys and la. cs are
going to the convention I’ll buy you a
drink.

Lil! To The Conveniion
Two members who would like a lift to
the convention both of which lives in

Nottingham and they are
I‘eter Rogerson. 83 Vale Road.
Mansfield Woodhouse‘ Nottingham
NGI‘} 8l)W 'Ielt': 01623 46966]
and Robin (Ihoudhury. I31 IIarlaxtor

Drive. Lenton‘ Nottingham. NG7 Ill)
phone number: 0115 9242620. If you
can help them please get in touch with
them directly.

Convenlion 98
It. you have still not got your ticket yet
please don‘t delay any longer get in

touch with Angie her telephone
number is on page Z. Price £2.00
made payable to WM 3(11. A map ol‘

where the convention is on the back ol.
the ticket, but it‘ you are still unsure
sure then please give Angie a call. For
more information on the convention
please either give Angie, Angela (bole
DougWebb or me a call and we‘ll help
you all we can. ()r dig out issue 122.

Markel Slall
There is no Market Stall this month.
Angie will be back in September. In
last months WACCI, I made a few
errors For which I‘m very sorry about.
Anyway here they arc:

Richard Latham, phone no. is ()121
7706041. :utd Simon Brunsden‘ who
lives in ()rpington, and not what I

put. plus you need to add post;th to
the wares he has for sale [issue 122)
their adverts will be itt September issue
to make good my errors. ()luty?

Last Illougllls
All what‘s left for me to say is WA(§(JI
will be back in September so plaint-
plmw: send me your articles. [it/m.
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The News Desk
with Angela (I'I'GA) Cook

Brympton Cottage, Brunswick Road, Worthing,
West Sussex, BN1] 3NQ. Tel/fax; 01903 206739.

li-mail; angelacook@mcmaiLeom

After being sadly missed last month by the magazines parrot <<Bur we don't have a parrot? John> >
l'm back with a vengeance. Well] back anyway. And don't forget that issue #3 of my PC magazine Wibble
is due out soon, so just send an A4 slumped sell addressed envelope {or a sample copy....

TRADING Oil-LINE
Iohn Thackeray at the Trading, Post
has a quantity of Phaver Guns with 5

games on cassette for the Amstrad 464
at [9.99. Also Amstrad 464- Tape
Head .r\lig,nment Kits at £9.99. Both
prices include postage and packing
11K. ("unmet John at

'l"rading, Post,
Victoria Road,

Shitiial, Shropshire
'11:] 1 SAF.
Or e-mail:

'1'radingptistwbtinrernetcom

$1) Micros also now have a website.
Steve Denson says that they have “
record of over ten years experience
in supporting Amstr-ad computers”.
Steve adds: “We generally cater for
most disc-based Amstrad models
from CPC 6128, through the PCW
range to the PC XTs and ATs and
still offer a wide selection of
software and supplies."

a

Visit the website at:

http:,l/members.aol.com/sdmiero

DOMONIAK NEEDS YOU
Anthony Nevo (Orphee) from Arkos
is about to release a new issue of
Demoniak, the English written (iPC
related disC/inc. Tunes. artwork ;md
code are done, and lots of articles are
already written. Some of them are bit
old though, so if you would like ro
contribute to issue #6, please send
articles (whatever topic you want to

deal with 7 demos, coding, games,
cracking, emulation » preferably using
Word on a PC).
()rphee is now in Ireland for an

industrial placement and will be back
in France by the 15th of August,
which is also the deadline for your
contributions. To get in touch with
him, erinail

nevo/yvcs~ri)cheeryrmail.yrnet.com
You can also \isit Atkos website:
http://www.cliezeom/arkos/

EMULKI'ION
The first version ofYAGE, a new CPU
emulator for Ms-Dos has been
released. You can download it from:

. I , , , . . I ' i. , .. . . . ~ ,http / twin stud enst 11‘; pitrou
Yage/yagemip

This version doesn't support disk write
operations, not sound emulation.
They should come with the next

Also, though it‘s not
mentioned in the readme file, you‘ll
need a VESA driver on your PC to get
YAGE working properly. Perhaps if
someone downloads this and plays
around with it they could let other
WA( i( 71 readers know what they think
of it.
$13
In the last News Desk I told you that
STS were reforming as a PC based
company — building, repairing,
upgrading and senicing PCs. Paul
Fairman and Rob Scott have now
found what looks to be their future
premises and are working hard on

release.

getting that up to scratch. By next
issue I should be able to tell you for
certain where they are and how they‘re
going.

HAVEA IY'I'E
Byte 98 is a CPU “celebration” . a

CPC meeting in a town called Marck,
approximately 10km from (Ialais. It’s
being held on the 31“ July, 1“ and 2"“

of August. And in case this issue gets
out in time, you can find
inlbrmarion at the Byte98 webpage
(http://V\'wwanygaluorg/~byte98) or
by e-mail: byte‘)8(mmygale.org

1110“:

From the background information on
Byte: “It’s one of the rare meetings
for all kinds of computers. Indeed,
we, members of the CocOOn
SySth, are proud to gather many
different machines from 8 bits to 32
bits.”

OUR OWN IASII
Iohn tells me that lots more tickets
have finally been sold for the
convention and that it's definitely
going ahead. Hooray. If anybody has

any questions about the convention
the best thing is to try and get hold of
Angie (01922 449730), though she’s
on holiday soon. So after that you
could try either myself (contact details
at the top of the page) or Iohn (01733
702158). Remember, it‘s 20”'
September 1998, held at the Hes-cot
footie Stadium in Walsall,
Birmingham. It‘s about 9.30am (9.00
for people setting, up) until 5pm,

THAT'S IT F0LKS
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Arnolds Basic
EXERClSE ONE. Take a look of the code below for the first exercise. The variable 05 contains the string
"SAUSAGES" {without 'lhe inverted commas) from an INPUT o$ command earlier on in the program that is
not listed. What will the program print on the screen.2

100 IF a$="BAKED BEANS"THEN
GOTO 500 ELSE IF a$=
"SAUSAGE"THEN GOTO 1000
ELSE (SOTO 50
500 PRINT:PRINT"I like them
as well":end
1000 PRINT:PRINT"Oh yuk'"

NOTE: The END command does just
that; you could also use the STOP
command. Try the question (it’s
eas !) and then take a look at the
exercise answers section.

AUTO
In Amsttad MASK: (.or Locomotive
BASIC as it' is also known) there are
some excellent features built in to help
the programming. One key word is
the AUTO command.

This word generates line numbers
AUTOmatically and if the line
number actually contains a statement
then the line is printed on the screen
for you to edit it, OR if you have a
(31W. 464 not a 0128 then an ' is

The AUTO
command has one or two
"parameters" which means things
after the key word.

printed instead.

Emmpku Mfl050mmMmm
at line 50 and go up in multiples of
ten. AUTO 505] would start at line
505 and go up in 7‘s. Try using the
AUTO command yourself.

TRON und TROFF
Another set ofprogramming tools are
the TRON and TROFF commands,
which. when entered switch on and
off tracking. TRaeking ON and
TRackingOFF.

Tracking is where BASIC will tell you
in brackets the line number it is

carrying the instructionout from.

FOR To NEXT
And now to another important system
the FOR, TO, NEXT family. This
system uses variables as well, which
must be a mimetic ones1 which doesn't
have the dollar sign after it (iii). First
type NEW to clear the program from
the memory.

WARNING: Don't use the NEW
command if the program in the
memory is \\':uited by you and hasn't
been saved to tape/disk. You cannot
recover the program afterwards.

10 FOR j=1 TO 12
20 PRINT j;"X";"12= ";12*j
30 NEXT

Type it in1 type RUN and you should
see the 12 times table on the screen.

This demonstrates the FOR NEXT
loop as well as the Amstrad‘s
mathematical functions although
much more complex maths can be
done than multiplication.

Study the code. The variable is "j"
which increases in value throughout
the loop from I to 12. The. value ofi
is printed in line 20 followed by usage
of the semi-colon again to print
1X12: on the screen. What follows
is the mathematical side of the
program. l2’i. Computers use the "

for the times sign as the X is a letter
and contusion will occur.
80 the. value ofi is multiplied by 12

and the answer is printed by the
PRINT command at the beginning.

The NEXT command to to terminate
the loop so it goes back to the FOR
command INCREASING the value of
i by ()NE. You could type NEXT i,
but on the (11K) it is unnecessary to do

so unless you are going into deep
"nesting" with lots of FOR NEXT
loops where specifying which variable
the NEXT is for will be of help to you.

“RISE 2
Design a program that is capable of
accepting input from the user then
prints the times table of the number
typed in by the user. It should be
similar to the example before using
FOR and NEXT. More hard than
exercise one before but still quite easy
when think about it, and it
becomes even easier when you now the

you

answer. The answer section includes a
clue before printing the full answer.

LOCATE
Moving along swiftly to presentation.
The. presentation of a program doesn't
cifeet the actual result but it does make
it a lot better and more pleasing to use,
especially if the program is designed
for other people. not just yourself.
Instead of jamming up things in

comers, it would be better to haw
them located somewhere in the middle
perhaps. Located I saidV

mCATE is the command.
Two parameters MUST follow

LOCATE and they specify the
horizontal axis followed by the vertical
axis. Remember back to the screen
modes ()‘1 and 2 explained earlier and
you will notice that the lioriyontal axis
varies between modes“ although the
vertical always remains 25. The curs-or
(the little block the size of characters)
is placed on the location you put but it
is not usually printed on the screen.

an d

LOCATE 20,12 would place the
cursor approximately in the centre of
the screen in MODE 1. It is not
possible just using the LOCATE
command to place it in the centre of
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the men as there are 25 lines and
LOCATE 20,125 doesn't work.
The TAG command could be used

as explained much later on in part six.

VARIABLES
We have used variables a bit before
such as i‘ a3, and nameS. Remember
that they can be :uiything you want as
long as they are not keywords and
aren't too long and have the right
suffix a$ all of these on the left are
"legal" variables» legal meaning that a
the computer will accept them1 but
each is used for different
circumstances. The dollar sign
denotes a STRING variable, nothing
mad the ! means normal numbers
NOT letters etc and % means an
integer number. An integer number is
a whole number such as 50 or 463
NOT 4.734 or 23.1.

You can do mathematical operations
with all variables except the STRING
variable such as adding q to t and
storing the result in s. There again the
string variable can contain a mixture
of numbers and letters and funny
symbols which can be manipulated in
their own way.
You can easily assign a value to a

variable without actually using a

programmingkeyword which destroys
my theory that all line numbers are
followed by keywords. For instance,
if you wish to give the variable "ant"
the value of 34.5 :uid hiS the string
"Has anyone seen my potato
waffle?" then use:

ant=34.5
hi$="Has anyone seen my
potato waffle?"
LET
However, in earlier versions of BASIC
a keyword was needed, LET

LET ant=34.5
LET hi$="Has anyone seen my
potato waffle?"

could be used but as BASIC
developed it got dropped. The LET
command is provided with Amstrad
BASIC for compatibility with early
llASIC's For learning purposes.

And now to the Lise of variables in

program:

10 CLS:REM this CLears the
Screen
20 a$=INKEY$
30 if a$=""then 20 ELSE
PRINT a$::GOTO 20

INKEYS
The purpose of this program is to
show INKEYS. Now if you were
thinking that INKEY$ is a variable
then that is a perfectly sensible
mistake to make. Variables CAN be in

upper or lower case as can keywords1
but INKEY$ is not a variable, but a
keyword. Not such a self explanatow
one here but type in the above
program‘ RUN it and the type away
at the keyboard and you will see your
text on the screen. Press ESC twice to
abort the program and return to
BASIC.

The INKEY$ command accepts a
single character from the user. The
a$=INKEY$ tells BASIC that the
variable aS is from now on.
otherwise said later on in the program
is the same as INKEYS. This may
seem pointless but modilying line 30

unless

TO:

30 if INIGJY$=""THEN 20 ELSE
PRINT INEY$HGOTG 20

would result in a SYNTAX ERROR.
The way to get around this is by using
a3; for INKEYS. Note, also the CLS
command which just clears the screen
BUT doesn't set any MODE.

VARIABLE MANII’UIATION
Variables are of great use to the
programmer. Without them life
would be impossiblc‘ the power to
hold information in the memory is
vital for other usage within the
program. The variables can be altered
using a suite of commands that don't
use keywords, although you could use
the LET command as shown in the
inmx‘luction to variables towards the
end of page six.
The variable x equals 2.

that we no longer wish that it does
equal 2, and think how it could be

Let‘s say

changed to S for example. Easy you
say. Just give a x=5 command and X is

changed is a flash. True, but what if
the value of it wanted to be changed
but not to a specific number but an
actual alteration of it. We want toadd
something to x, subtract mm.

x: x+3 will take the variable x and tells
BASIC that it equals x (which it
obviously does already) plus 5.
Instead of x=2, x=x+5. x=8 not 3

anymore. The same can be done to
subtract numbers From a variable.

x=x~3 will subtract 3 from x. You will
notice that there is no divide sign on
the keyboard although it is part of the
ASCII character set, and the
multiplication sign is “X" usually but
BASIC uses different symbols to
indicate such signs. An asterisk ('1
means times and a 5’ is divide.

As discussed previously there are other
variable types. The string variable
such as v$ can have another string
added to it.

v$ vS+q$ will add the string L13 onto
THE END of the variable VS.

()n the Amstrad (II’C (1128 there is an
advantage of a Few more BASIC
programming commands. They are
CLEAR INPUT, COPYCHR$ (not
a variable). CURSOR, FILL,
FRAME, GRAPHICS PAPER.
GRAPHICS PEN, and MASK. so
«104 users will not be able to use those
commands.

CURSOR
The CURSOR commmid is a 6128
only command and if we added the line
at the beginning of the program
would print the block cursor on the
screen. 15 CURSOR I will do the
job and CURSOR 0 will turn the
cursor off. A similar key word to
INKI‘IYS is INKI‘IY. Again 6128 users
have the hand (good
programme) as on the disk drive of the
computer at the top is a diagram of
the keyboard with lots of numbers in

place of the letters and numbers etc.
These are the numbers used by

upper
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Programmers‘
The sun beat down on the wide desert plains of Mexico.

byMalihew Phillips
The sound of horse‘s hooves had faded as

Flaminguez disappeared into the distance, as swiftly as he had arrived. Juan Carlos scanned the pages
of the vital document intently. He frowned as he tried to grasp the hidden meaning of the words before
him. Was there no other way? He had feared it might be so, but now he was certain. He would have to
ask Flaminguez to bring him a CPC as well next time.

Last month we started looking at the
differences between BASIC 1.0 as
found on the CI’C 4M. and BASIC
1.1 on later machines. The
ProgrammersI Patch disc (which you
rim nrdrzrfimu I)1in Stilton, I’l ) dirt 98)
includes some, RSXs to help you to
identify which lines of a program will
cause problems for 4-64 users.

I hope that 4-64 users will find these
articles uscl‘ul when trying to convert
programs to run on their machines,
and all you 664/6128 users should
have a read too. as it is worth being
aware of what will cause problems on
the 464. In many cases you will only
need to make a Few alterations to
enable your progrmns to run on all the
Amstrad Cl‘( Ls.

We have printed a list of all the
comimuids which have been added or
altered for BASIC 1.] in Table I. We
covered I‘RAMI‘I, CLEAR INPUT.
and ()N BREAK CONT last month.

GRAPHICS COMMANDS
Many of the enhancements added in
BASIC 1.1 relate to graphics
handling. The MOVE1 MOVER,
DRAW, DRAVVR. PLOT and
PLOTR have had extra optional
parameters added1 which you will need
to remove in order to get programs to
work on the 464.
()n the 464 the MOVE command

takes only two parameters, the x and y
coordinates of the point to move the

TABLE I

CLEAR INPUT
Clears the keyboard input buffer.

COPYCHRS (#<stream expression>)
Function returning the character foimd at the current cursor position in
the screen window specified1 or a null string if it is not recogniyxd.

LOCATE 1 , l : a$=COPYCHR$ (#0)
reads the character from the top left corner ofwindow 0.

CURSOR [<systetn switch>] [,<user switch>1
Sets the switches that control the display of the cursor blob on screen.

The parameters are 0 for offand l lbr on. The blob is displayed when both
switches are on. The system switch is turned on automatically for the
INPUT command, and the user switch is on by default.

Either switch parameter may be omitted. but not both.

DECS (<numeric expression>,<format string>)
Function returning a decimal number formatted according to the format
string, which is specified in the same way as PRINT USING

a$=DEC$ (47, "###.##")
will set a$ to be " 47.00"

DERR
Returns the last disc error number. For example:

x=DERR
sets x equal to the last disc error number.

DRAW
DRAW'R

As on the 464 but with an extra optional parameter of <ink mode>, from
0 to 3. 0 is normal, I XOR, 2 AND, 3 OR.
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FILL <ink>
Fills the screen with <ink> starting from the graphics cursor position,

filling a region bounded by the current graphics pen ink and the ink
being used to fill.

FRAME
Waits for the frame ilyback in an attempt to avoid llickery display of

changing graphics. Not really much use for BASIC.

GRAPHICS PAPER <ink>
Sets the graphics background ink, used for the background ol'characters
printed with TAG, and the gaps in dotted lines drawn with MASK.

GRAPHICS PEN [<ink>] [,<background mode>]
Chooses the ink used for drawing lines and printing characters with

TAG. The < background mode> is O for opaque and l for transparent,
and affects whether the backgrounds ol'eharacters printed with TAG are
displayed, and the gaps in dotted lines. Either parameter may be
omitted but not both.

MASK [<integer expression>1 ,<first point setting>1
The integer expression should be from 0 to 255, and allows you to draw
dotted lines. 255 is the setting for ordinary lines. The first point setting
should be 1 il‘rhe first point ofa line is to be plotted, and 0 it not. It is
normally 1. Either parameter may beomitred, but not both.

MOVE
MOVER
As on the 464 but with two extra optional parameters of <ink> to

change the graphics pen, and <ink mode>, from 0 to 3. 0 is normal, I

XOR, 2 AND, 3 ()R.

ON BREAK CONT
Prevents the program being broken into when ESC is pressed twice.

PEN
As on the 464-, but with an extra optional parameter to select the
background mode for text printing: 0 For opaque, l for transparent.

PLOT
PLOTR
As for DRAW and DRAWR

Table 2
BASIC 1.1 BASIC 1.0

CURSOR 0 CALL &BBS4
CURSOR 1 CALL &BB81
CURSOR ,0 CALL &BB7E
CURSOR ,1 CALL 5337B
CURSOR 1,0 CALL SBBBl:CALL EEB7E
CURSOR a,b L EBB84j3*a:CALL EBB7E—3*b

graphics cursor to. With BASIC |.l you
can specify a third parameter to select the
graphics pen, much as you do with PLOT
and DRAW For example:

MOVE x,y,3
will move the graphics cursor to (x,y)
.uid also change the graphics pen (the
colour to plot in) to 3. This facility is

most useful when you are printing,
characters at the graphics cursor using
TAG.

How you remove this extra parzuneter
depends on the situation, Sometimes
people use it when it is totally
unnecessary. For example, a line saying:

10 MOVE x,y,2:DRAWR 23,50

could simply be changed to:

10 MOVE X,y:DRAWR 23,50,2

The graphics pen setting has been moved
from the MOVE command to the
DRAWR command. If the DRAWR
command was on the next line though, it
might not be safe to use this approach. It
may be that that line is reached from
elsewhere in the program where the
graphics pen is set to something
different. The following approach will
always work:

10 PLOT -8,0,2:MOVE x,y:
DRAWR 23,50

We use the ability of the PLOT
command to change the graphics pen by
plotting a point which is of? screen, and
then do the MOVE command. Of
course, if ORIGIN has been used to
move the graphics origin, rhen (>8,(l)
may lie. on screen - adjust as necessary.
The MOVER command has also had this
third optional parameter added, and can
be dealt with in the same way.

GRAPHICS INK MODE
All six commands, DRAW, DRAWR,
MOVE, M( )VER, l‘l.( )T, l’I,()'I‘R, have
had a fourth optional parameter added in
BASIC 1.1.

This parameter selects the ink plotting
mode. It is 0 for normal, 1 for XOR
mode, 2 for AND, and 3 for ()R mode.
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Family Ties
by Ian Waugh

<<My thanks goes to Terry Word for passing this article onto me— John>> lon investigates a
genealogical database. This review was originally printed in 'Computlng with the Amstrcid' in April
l988, published by Database Publications Ltd.

The Registrar Generals office receives
a huge number of visitors each day, all
eager to discover if they have any
famous . or infamous -ancestors.

Genny is a specialised database which
reflects this rapidly growing interest in
family history.

I’irst surprise on loading is a few bars
of the tune which begins: it was in
Baghdad where my mother met my
dad... that's as many printable lines as
I can recall. Very appropriate, too. The
database can organi. . and store
records on up to 1,000 individuals.

It holds their name, sex, date and
place of birth, and date and place of
death or burial. It also stores the
names and birthdates ofparents, up to
10 spouses (more than enough for
Henry VIII) plus marriage dates and
the names, sex and birthdates of up to
19 children.

There is also room for comments
such as place of marriage, occupation,
documentary references and so on.
Genny is disc~based and your data

files are stored alongside the program
on the system disc.

Owners ofdual drives can use separate
data discs, and there are utilities to
copy data files from one disc to
another, although the system disc
backed up without any problem.

Because of the amount of processing
and data storage required, Genny is

divided into four subvprograms.
Geninit sets up :md initialises the
system, (ienwrite lets you write and
edit subject entries, Genread is used

to read, display and search the files,
and (ienchart lets you trace male or
female lineage and producegeneration
and tree charts.

All options are menu—driven and it's

easy to find your way around. There
is a lot of disc access and programs can
take several seconds, possibly minutes,
to process and sort data. It may take
even longer on the CPU/£64 while it
performs a garbage collection. There
is a vacate memory option, however,
to speed up the job.

The 21—pageA4 manila] begins with a
run through of all the options. There's
no way you're going to take all this in
(the manual admits as much but
suggests you browse through it
anyway) and it's not until you hit page
12 that you get down to using the
program. Igather I‘m one of the. few
computor users (and reviewers) who
actually like to read instructions, and I
think the manual should have started
with the tutorial section.

Apart from a little juxtaposition, it's
quite helpful, although I would have
expected the producers of such a
program to have a knowledge of
English grammar.

When referring to relationships they
insist on writing Georges father.
Irritating. First steps involve playing
with the sample database. It contains
more than 170 cards so there is plenty
to cut your teeth on before starting to
enter family trees in earnest. It is quite
easy to find your way roiuid, and I was
quickly able to enter a new database
containing several generations of the
royal family. Genny is designed to sort

on surname, and typical royal family
trees lack such inflirmation. I suggest,
therefore, that you experiment with
something less blue blooded.

When you enter subje'ts details, cards
are automatically created for their
parents and, if they have any, their
spouses and children. (Kare must be
taken when deleting a card to ensure
that there are no links between it zurd
any existing cards. Itwould have been
nice if the program checked this, but
again it's not something you're likely to
do very often.

As you right imagine, there is a
considerable amount of cross-
referencing. As far as possible,
cluurges made to subjects' details are
automatically reflected in the records
of their relatives. However, changes
of marriage dates, for example, must
be made on the cards of both partners.

Many of the options ask you for a
reference number, so it's a good idea
to write down the card number for
each subject as you go. If you don't
you'll be forever flipping between
modules. It's not the sort of program
you'll be using every day, however,
and data once entered will tend to
remain static, so it shouldn't cause any
problems.

In order to save as much memory as
possible, Genny tokenises commonly
used words. You construct your own
lists, one for fotenames and the other
for placenames. Each can hold 127
words and you can extend the lists as

you go. Initially I thought that a

genealogical database can't be very
complicated - but it is and Genny
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makes its operation as easy as possible.
However, you do need to take great
care with entries‘ and preparatory
work is very important.

I did have a niggle or two. For
instance, you can‘t break out of a
search routine and it could take several
minutes to search from one end of the
database to the other. Thumb twiddle
time.

You must be careful when editing a

record, too. 1 made a complete mess
of one. I couldn't exit from the edit
routine and l couldn‘t get the original
card back.

This is where careful preparation :md
a little familiarity with the program
comes in. The generation Chart prints
out brief details of a subject‘s
descendants over a four generation
span, and the tree chart prints out a

four generation lineage chart. 1 was
looking forward to seeing the
complete family tree ofall l7(l$lll1j( ts
in the sample database but I suppose
that is asking too much even of the
(1m). You'll have to construct your
own tree should you want to hang it

the front room tomural-like in
impress the neighbours.

’eral stand-alone utilities
on the difik. Setkeys lets you program
the function keys with commonly-used
words,
typefa and (ienlist prints out
numerically and alphabetically sorted
lists of all subjects on file . a full file
could take an hour to process.

Genbrief will produce a birth brief
covering five generations and may be
of use to family historians and
genealogical research agents. Other

Printset offers a selection of

versions of the program :u‘e available
to run on the Amstrad PC and I’CW
eomputors, and a utility supplied with
these allows Genny data files to be
ported between PC, POW and (IPC,

If you are already busy tracing your
family tree or if you are thinking
about doing so, it will pay to join a

family history society Not only for the
help it can gii *ou but because Genny
is av 'lable to such societies' members
at the reduced price. of£27. As far as I

know this is the only genealogical
database available for the (1P(‘. so there
is nothing to compare it \\'ltll.(iENNY
is the copyright of David (‘omputor
Software ofStockport.

[JP-DATE
Since this article was written Genny.
will be available from WMXII‘s 1‘1)

Library soon. Thanks to Terry Ward.

W.I.C.C.A.: ‘I'Ile Convenilon Cal-slnphe A new Freeware game for Amslnul CFC:

ill lll Iii?

1.,‘l-l’"-J"'in AL.’|i

Wl(‘.(‘.A is available on: 3.5" disk for
£6.49 3” disk for £6.99 or on your
own 3" disk for £5.99. Make cheques
& postal orders (L Sterling) payable to

I. Isl-LIA. Overseas: Please add
131.00 to cover additional p+p. Order
from:

Martin Ielu
I I Colin.“ Drlvo
Imhido, Alvuslon
Derby
DEZI Olll'
England

Special offer for WACCI members:
MentionWACCI on your order to get
a 1.11.00discount.
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Disaster strikes the annual WICCA
computer convention; a fire has
broken out! Can YOU put out the
fire and save the convention?

You'll have to defeat the stall-
holders security measures: rid the
computers of the virus program: and
get the fire doors open. And since
the bar is closed, where DOES the
BeeTLe group keep getting their
beer from?

H. 'i'l'l.l'l"l1.'l1.l"l1l'i.|l '.'-i,'".'-i""-i.‘.'i.'."1'-i.“1."Ti.1.'-.'~i.‘?1.‘7-i.“-1I



BrunWord Re-ile-liisiied
Via various Fonts and Formats

By Ray Neal

First let me admit that the article on PROTYPE in WACCl issue 121 by Peter Rogerson gave me
the idea for this article, so i hope that our illustrious editor, (although this page has nothing to
do with Protextl can do the same to Show you just a few of the fonts and formats that the
BrunWord Elite Rom is capable of. This paragraph is using the Midtype font.

It is possible to print out the Hill box characters and text together as shown here. I

have changed to condensed and uni-directional printing to print the box and text. This
is exactly as it appears on the screen. So we have a little of what you see is what
you got, and not a PC in sight.

Now to illustrate the Computer font. This is not a true computer font but one that
has been trimmed to give a pleasing effect for use as headlines or special
wording etc. it is easily readable and quite clear in printing.

l was born at an early age in the back bedroom of a terraced house in
Coventry. 1 have now reached the age, as my mother would have said. when
asked, that 'i'm as old as my tongue and a little bit older than my teeth’. 1

don't know if this nonsense is getting us anywhere but at least it‘s filling the
page. Of course it’s only to demonstrate the graphics capability of BrunWord.

The Stork is printed first of all then the paper is reversed down to print the text alongside
the stork, By using the temporary margin command you can position the text anywhere you
want. This is the Finetype font.

his is the Heavy font which is a general use font as you can see and It has been
used in conjunction with an enlarged Old—English capital ‘T'.

The paper was again reversed down to print alongside the ‘T'. The graphics by the way
were produced on the Advanced Art Studio, enlarged and edited, and saved as a
screen file. They were then compressed by BrunWord for use in the programme. (down
from 17k to 2k).

this complete pane including the graphics and box characters. was printed in one operation using six
of the available fonts resident in the Rom, there are ten altogether. This is the Fineline tont. Eight
of the fonts can be downloaded to a printer (provided the printer has enough memory to download a
font) the other two namely Clacton which is a script font and Chelrner which has been used tor the
headincl on This article, are too bid to download but can be printed by using the Headline system of
printing.
Equations such as Y=ax+bxz+cxg+dx4+ex7 are displayed on the screen exactly as printed out here.
Another case of what vou see is what you get. Another choice bit is the ability to search the
database for a name and address and by pressing the letter ‘T' key it is immediately transferred to
the word processor ready to write a letter or send an invoice etc. These fonts alono with the built
in spelling checker can all be used in intonscript which is a database and invoice generator

All the above use standard ionts taken trom the Rom. We are now using the Midiine font. The same fonts can be used
with the Headline system to enable a nine pin printer to use these high quality fonts. It the Headline system is used
with a 24 pin printer the text will be printed about 50% larger, so in effect it you possess a 24 pin printer you can have
available l6 different font sizes for use, plus two extra large fonts making 18 in all. Unlike other word processors you
do not need any other add ons, just a small block about 2" square and 1/2" thick which protrudes above the keyboard
for about 1/2".
in time values it has laken 4min 4559::5 to print out this page but remember that atter each paragraph there has to be
another ioni downloaded to the printer. if you were just printing an article or letter it would take a very much shorter
lenoih of time.
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THE UK ’8 ONLY MONTHLY MAGAZINE
AND SUPPORTERS CLUB FOR THE AMSTRAD CPC

Help and advice on the following (Drummers: 164, 404+, (>04, (i128 and tl1e(1128+

llic L‘llll‘l ollL-rs its membeis not onl) the best ( l’(' nmgn/ine but also PUhlk and llonicgroun disk 1 ilirm} .~. :1 Book
lithl'al} and telephone help-line to help \ou gel the most l‘iom )Uul Aimtuitl ('l’t: WA('('ls \iist PD 0156 ltlbl‘lll'} is
also open to non-members lior a free sample cup\ nl'tlir club magazine. send .1 “)p stamp to

WA(‘.(ll. 4 Lindsay Drive. Chorley, Lancashire. PR7 ZQL

(lliairmMi: Doug \Vebb Tel: 01257 41 1421 Editor: Iohn Buwley Tel: 01733 702158

Dear Members.
When placing adverts into your local newspapers would you please also state
somewhere in the advert that we are a “Amstrad CPC club”. I‘ve had calls from
some people who have seen these adverts and then enquiring about other Amstrad
computers. l'lmn/m‘
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